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hi jyoti, the imsc rapid mailer plugin is the best thing to happen to autoresponders in years. that said, if you are using aweber, you should be able to remove the autoresponder from your aweber profile and use the imsc rapid mailer plugin. this way, you can get the best of both worlds. in other words, you will not have to
worry about what if i don't like aweber anymore, you can just go straight to the imsc plugin. if you ever change your mind about aweber, you can always move back. the same goes for any of the other plugins that you may use. hi david, the only real issue is that the imsc rapid mailer plugin uses a different url structure
than the other top autoresponders. that means that you will need to use your own url structure. if you use a free domain name (as opposed to a domain name that you purchase from a domain registrar), it is usually as simple as changing the aweber link. if you have your own url structure, you would need to use imsc's
smart link. it is actually not too hard to do this. hi james, you can change the color in the imsc rapid mailer plugin as well as a number of other features. if you want to do that, it is quite easy to do. for more information, you can go to the product page or the contact us page and they will be happy to walk you through the
process. rapid mailer is a powerful, easy to use bulk email marketing software. you can instantly build new group or list. you can send one email to 10,000,000 recipients in a few seconds. it has powerful features to find and import subscribers from most popular address book application software such as outlook, eudora,
access, thunderbird, lotus notes, and as well as from popular online address book services such as yahoo!, hotmail and gmail. you can also send broadcast emails to your entire list. it supports all major email protocols including imap, pop3, smtp, smime and exchange activesync (eas). what this means is that you can send
out emails with hundreds of recipients at one time and have a few seconds to spare.
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the thing i love about this company is that they dont work for you unless they know you and you feel comfortable with them. i love how this has all been thought through very carefully and you get a very clear understanding of what your options are. the support team are great. however, the situation remained somewhat
confusing. it is not difficult to imagine that the corporations are considering the international market as an invaluable resource for their business. thus, we can say that these types of mail are merely a part of the companies’ marketing campaigns. the other common type of version is two-way messaging, where the sender
and the recipient are on different sides of the platform. however, many people use paid versions of these services. the developer of that particular software must verify that all the software is 100% safe, 100% virus-free, and hack-proof. imposing a limit on the number of daily check-ins can help you control the devices so

you never lose the count of the unique visitors. senders can choose various types of formatting for their messages which can be picked by receivers and it can save big amount of time and effort. this is very helpful in different industries. just came across rapid mailer peter and im so happy to see a review of this product. it
seems so cheap, but im sure it has some fantastic features. i do not think there are many ars that can compete with rapid mailer peter in terms of features. i can see where you are coming from and would think that if you are sending to one mailing list, why not just use mailshot peter as it is a great and reliable product? i

really like rapid mailer peter. i use it on my own sites and it is a fantastic tool. as for marketing, thats a whole different can of worms and really depends on what you are trying to do and what the visitors to your site like. have a great day! 5ec8ef588b
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